Effect of inositol hexaphosphate on the transient behavior of red cells following a DMSO-induced osmotic pulse.
An osmotic pulse can be used to incorporate inositol hexaphosphate (IHP) into red cells. The pulse is induced by equilibrating a red cell suspension with DMSO and then rapidly diluting with an isotonic IHP solution. Since IHP binds to hemoglobin and lowers the affinity for oxygen, this method may find application in the preparation of low-affinity cells for experimental and clinical use. The experiments reported here examined the dynamic changes of several red cell variables immediately following the osmotic pulse. The effect of IHP, which has been shown to dissociate red cell cytoskeletons, was evaluated by comparison with a matched phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) diluent. Red cell morphology, volume, and hemoglobin permeability were studied by fixing the cells at times ranging from 0.06 to 300 sec after dilution. Mechanical fragility was measured by subjecting the cells to a short period of shear stress at the same times after dilution. With both diluents, the cells underwent a rapid increase in volume followed by a return towards normal volume with a maximum at less than 250 msec. With IHP diluent, the period of hemoglobin permeability immediately followed the size peak and was completed by about 1 sec after dilution. PBS also induced a second leakage at longer times (10-120 sec), which resulted in a morphological dichotomy with ghosts and intact cells. The choice of diluent also affected sensitivity to shear stress. The IHP-treated cells had a mechanical fragility maximum at about 1 sec. The PBS-treated cells exhibited no enhanced mechanical fragility. An unexpected result was the inhibition of the second phase of lysis in PBS-treated cells by a properly timed shear stress.